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By Megan Meyers
News Editor

Students who enjoy hanging
out in “ Ihe Joe” now have the
chance to get in front of the
camera — the security camera,
that is.
Installed this past summer,
the five cameras on the
second and third floors of
St. Joseph Hall are part of
a major renovation of the
47-year-old building, which
will eventually boast a flat
screen TV and possibly a Wii.
The security devices were
purchased by the University
for approximately $4,500.
The decision to have the
cameras set up was primarily
an anti-theft measure,
according to Vice President
for Student Affairs, Carla
Flickman. Traffic in St. Joseph
Hall has greatly increased since
the building became home to
classes offered by the Human
Environmental Sciences
department, along with the
124 students living in the hall.
“We are going from a closed
building to an open one, so
we knew we needed better
protection,” says Hickman.

The hallways ofSaintJoseph Hall are now home to a recently installed
surveillance system of cameras to monitor against theft and vandalism.
Besides the security cameras,
are rolling, due in part to
two laptops had disappeared
the Public Safety Department
a disturbing experience in
from the building. Bolden
has installed mirrored doors at
the hall last year. She and
feels the cameras have had a
the entrances, which are locked a friend saw a strange man
positive effect on neighborly
on weekends and after 5 p.m.
prowling around on the third
conduct as well. “People
on school days.
and fourth floors, which are
don’t sleep all over the lobby
A two-year resident of St.
intended for women boarders.
anymore, and most of the crazy
Joseph, sophomore Dacara
Neither reported the incident
behavior is gone,” she says.
until days later, when they
Bolden, says she feels much
Continued in
safer knowing that the cameras
found out that an iPod and
“Cameras” on Pg. 3

Semester of “Immigrant Experiences ’ Expected
By Rachel Hanson
Editor-In-Chief
The University is challenging
students, faculty, and staff to
take a step beyond learning
more and being more this fall
semester. The third annual
dedicated semester theme
encourages students to walk
in someone else’s shoes— the
shoes that belong to United
States immigrants. “Immigrant
Experiences” includes events,
courses, and discussions on
the individual and group
experiences of all those who
have immigrated to this
country.
The dedicated semester, an
all-encompassing educational
landmark, was created for
the fall of 2007 semester to
explore the topic of “Judaism
and Its Cultures.” Courses,

speakers, films, and discussion
panels were created to motivate
students, faculty and staff to
think beyond their everyday
selves. After much participation
and success, the dedicated
semester tradition has been
reinstated for two more fall
semesters. The University was
the premier institution to
implement such an extensive
learning venture that extended
beyond the campus and its
community.
At the Academic
Convocation ceremony on
August 26, Ruben L. Garcia
initiated the beginning of
dedicated semester activities
with a speech on immigration
issues and their related moral
obligations. Garcia faces
the immigrant experience
everyday at his work in the
Annunciation House in El

Paso, Texas, a shelter that
takes in illegal immigrants.
Events continued in the
days following, including a
workshop on genealogy, which
emphasizes the United States
as an immigrant country
through familial history, and
a discussion panel on the true
“meaning of immigrant.”
Events will continue with the
main occasion of the semester
will occur on October 9 at 11
a.m., when the University will
host an official naturalization
ceremony for local immigrants.
All are invited to attend this
poignant event to witness
immigrants becoming citizens
in Maybee Gymnasium.
All academic departments
are offering courses featuring
themes from “Immigrant
Experiences.” Each course
ranges in content, but overall

serves to more thoroughly
educate students to gain
awareness of immigrant
sentiment. From “Giving
Meaning to the Melting
Pot: Tracing the Immigrant
Experience through Food” to
“Paths to Citizenship: Legal
Categories of Immigration,”
each department relates their
concentration to dedicated
semester themes.
With a remarkable
beginning, “Immigrant
Experiences” will continue
to carry a didactic message
of tolerance and awareness
throughout campus as events
and coursework unfold.
Students, faculty, and staff have
been given the opportunity to
be more beyond themselves
and more fully understand
the immigrant experience
in the United States.
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First Year Students FOCUS on Starting College Off Right
By Mary Gould
Reporter

With a walkie-talkie in hand, Chris
Gill stands in front of St. Joe’s Hall
directing people in yellow shirts to take
a fridge to the 2nd floor. Seconds later,
Gunner emerges from the doorway and
excitedly high fives a new student, as
another group of people in green shirts
distribute room keys. It’s the first day
of orientation. The 173 students that
joined the Fontbonne community on
August 14th were welcomed ecstatically
by many individuals on campus,
primarily through orientation.FOCUS,
Fontbonne Orientation Committee
Uniting Students, is the orientation
program designed to welcome first year
students to our community and help
them get acquainted with the people
and places of the University.
FOCUS is led by a committee of
14 students who have been selected
by Chris Gill, Director of Student
Activities and Leadership Development,
and one student who serves as the
chair of FOCUS. “A FOCUS leader
is someone who is passionate about
Fontbonne University, energized by
helping new people to feel welcomed
and confident in their leadership
abilities to oversee and help run
orientation. They help plan, run, and
evaluate the orientation process for
new first-year students. My own bias
is that they are the best working team
at Fontbonne University” Gills says.
Flic FOCUS leaders are chosen in
January and “work long hours before,

during, and
after orientation
making sure
everything
is running
smoothly”, says
Gill.

^AJhere from California
land wasn’t sure if St.
jLouis would fit my
llifestyle. Orientation
w-Mhad a big impact
n my thoughts of
;ontbonne and the
Throughout
:ity surrounding
the five days of
he school. I really
orientation, first
enjoyed meeting so
year students
nany new people,”
spend time in
ays Los Angeles
small groups of
lative, Sean Fisher.
15 or so led by a
The activities
FOCUS leader,
luring orientation
where they do
ary from the
activities and
ucredibly popular
have discussions
Fontbonne Frenzy”,
p
that allow them
a massive dance party
Names tagsfor thefirst-year students in the DSAC Caf’, to
to meet other
lay in waiting to be picked up
freshmen and
the more boring, but
during FOCUS registration.
start building
necessary activities
relationships.
such as Financial
While every first year student may
Aid Workshops. The FOCUS leaders
not find orientation important or
spend a lot of time prior to orientation
meaningful, many walk away from the
planning these activities and focus on
experience with a lot more confidence
creating opportunities for friendships
about starting at Fontbonne. “Coming
to be created between the new students
into my first year of college I felt very
as well as the orientation leaders. From
nervous about fitting in and finding
helping the St. Louis community
friends, but I was excited to start a
on Service Saturday to attending
new experience,” says freshman Andrea
Christopher Carter, the mind reader
Coffey. “Orientation definitely made
together, the freshmen definitely spend
me feel a lot better about fitting in, and
time getting to know each other.
I met a lot of new friends who made me
“I think it’s very important to have
feel welcome.”
an orientation like FOCUS. Because
Out of state students expressed a lot of
of the activities like the service project
similar concerns with starting school
all different people were able to work
here. “I felt kind of scared because I am
together for one goal and bond. As

you’re entering college you want to
know that you will be okay and that
you will meet new people. FOCUS
allowed us to be reassured of that and
meet people that we otherwise wouldn’t
have,” said Coffey.
Many members of the community
agree that the overall dynamic of
orientation would not be as exciting or
engaging if it were not for the FOCUS
leaders. “They are the ‘first line of
defense’, if you will, on making sure
students feel comfortable with their
new surroundings. They are the heart
of orientation. Without FOCUS
the energy and passion of orientation
would die and it would be a very dull
orientation,” says Gill. First year and
Chicago native, Riley O’Neil, went
above and beyond Gill’s description
when he stated that the FOCUS leaders
“ are gods amongst men.” Coffey also
agreed saying “all of the FOCUS leaders
were really nice and they all brought
different things to the table. It was
nice to see all different types of people
from different activities. You could tell
that at Fontbonne no one really judges
you because every one of the FOCUS
leaders got along really well.”
When all’s said and done, it seems
that when you combine a group of
eager new students, a welcoming
community of passionate individuals
and activities where all of these
things can come together, an exciting
start of one’s experience at the
University blossoms immediately.

IT Breaks New Ground: New Technology, New Systems, New Policies
By Jessica Thurmond
Reporter
Students who walked into the Library
after summer break saw evidence of the
work of the Department of Information
Technology: new desktop computers
with new keyboards and flat screens
wide enough to get the fullest possible
view. Of the 125 new or updated
computers on campus, 44 are reserved
for student use in library, AMC, or the
Ryan labs and reserved for student use.
From the first email regarding change in
the email system to the new machines
all over campus, the Vice President of
Information Technology, Mark Franz,
and his staff have been at work in
improving the University’s access to new
technology.
Franz, who assumed leadership of IT
last year, has his sights on more than
hardware, and part of his bringing in
the new has been getting rid of old
systems. One of the annoying things
many students remember is the Cisco

login, which would slow down the
process when trying to check emails for
class or any other Internet connection.
Franz has gone with a new campus-wide
wireless system that avoids the dreaded
Cisco login.
Information Technology has also
substantially increased bandwidth
from 9mb to 50mb. “The additional
bandwidth is a much needed resource.
It will provide more than five times the
current capacity,” says Franz. This will
allow more use for video technologies
in the classroom, and for completion of
student assignments. More and more of
rhe Internet is becoming video-based.”
So, instead of a slow Internet access in
the computer lab, now it’s efficient and
fast.
In addition, the school has changed
exchange servers, which handle email
for the University. “Our summer
project consolidated two separate
exchange 2003 server into a single
exchange server 2007. Having one
server will be reducing maintenance

overhead and how we are caught up to
the most current version of the email
server software along with upgraded
hardware,” says Franz. Information
Technology’s plans continue to unfold.
This spring faculty and staff will try out
the new version of blackboard 9.0, and
after the trial, they will move into the
new version in summer.
Another recent advance is in the
Student Information Management
system, where students get their class
schedules online. Starting next fall all
school wide announcements will be
sent to the student information system
rather than to email. Franz says, “The
general login for students will require
that each login into the university
network. Right now generalized logins
are in use. Beginning in fall there will
be an individual user login required.”
According to Franz this will ensure,
“that only enrolled student are logging
into the university network in all
classrooms and open lab areas.” Tire
user login is also a necessary prerequisite

for use with the paper tracking software
which is a scheduled innovation that
will be less popular with students, who
have never had to pay for paper in the
computer labs previously.
Franz believes the new paper usage
policy coming next fall is long overdue.
The policy is intended to help with
the problem of excessive use of paper
throughout the campus. “The need to
conserve resources and contain rising
costs in this area is essential,” says Franz.
Though the policy has not yet been
fully determined, a specific number
of pre-paid sheets will be allocated to
each student per semester, based on
the number of credits the student is
taking... If an amount is need over
and about the pre-paid allocation then
the students would have to pay an
additional amount for that usage.”
Franz says he is on the lookout
input from the community to make
technology more effective on campus.
Students are welcome to propose ideas
either to Franz or any IT staff-member.
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Garcia Addresses

ion Issues

Student Government Association
Agenda for September 2009
SGA Executive Board

Rachel Hanson....... President- SGA@fontbonne.edu
Maggie Pohl.

Vice President ofAdministration

Melissa Roberts....... Vice President ofFinance
Jake King....... Vice President ofMarketing
Andy Dusanowsky....... Student Issues Chair- SISGA@fontbonne.edu

•SGA Committee News:

• Upcoming SGA Events:
Pictured (Left to Right): Dr. Dennis Golden, President; Dr. Joyce
oCommunity Outreach:
Starr Johnson, Interim Vice President and Dean for Academic Affairs;
-Upcoming SGA Meetings on 9/23 and
-The committee selected Oasis
Dr. Stephenie Paine-Saunders, Assistant Professor ofBiological and
10/7 at noon on the 4th floor ofMedaille. International, a local charity supporting
Phsyical Sciences; Dr. Jason Sommer, Professor ofEnglish; Rachel
Open to all students and faculty!
refugees and struggling immigrants, as
Hanson, Student; Ruben L. Garcia; Convocation Speaker.
their philanthropic endeavor for the
-In accordance with the Dedicated
By Ashley N. Porter
rate has gone down in states with high
semester. SGA will offer both money
Semester: “Solving Immigration,” A
Jake King, Opinion Editor
populations of immigrants.
through Fundraising and basic manual
Film and Discussion with Mike Shiley.
Post-speech, much calm indifference Thursday, September 24th at 7 p.m. Lewis labor throughout the semester. All
For many in attendance, the
was noted from the student body’s
Room, Library.
students, faculty, and staff are invited to
convocation ceremony held for the
reactions, though there were also a
get involved.
-Movie in The Meadow, drivebeginning of the 2009- 210 academic
number of students who took offense
in style. Popcorn included. More
-Does your organization need money?
year had an emphasis on self and world
to Garcia’s remarks about immigration. details will be out soon.
Community Outreach is looking to
reflections, The ceremony began with
Some felt that his speech held “bias” and
give away $500 to the most deserving
• Old Business:
an introductory speech from University
his actions made him a criminal.
student organization. Apply now to Vice
-SGA
Executive Board took the 15 new
President, Dr. Dennis Golden, who had
Jessica Haley, freshman, explains “I’m
President of Finance, Melissa Roberts.
senators
on
a
Weekend
Training
Retreat
many interesting and intriguing words
not very educated on the subject, but
oMarketing:
for the new freshmen class. Awards
1 often hear people complaining about on the weekend of August 28th and 29th
-A Student Government Association
were then handed out to honorable
immigration.” Haley says that “America to prepare for the upcoming school year.
-Resignation
and
reappointment
of
Facebook Fan Page is in the works. SGA
recipients for the work they do beyond
is a place where everyone should be
commercials will begin to air on the
academics at the University. However,
welcome. This country was founded by Melissa Roberts to Vice President
of Finance and Maggie Pohl to Vice
Griffin Movie Channel within the month.
the main event of the ceremony came
immigrants. However, I feel there is a
President
of
Administration
when Mr. Ruben L. Garcia, director and
process to follow. They must follow the
oStudent Issues:
-Proposal for a venue change
co-founder of the Annunciation House
rules.”
-S.I. has already combated a series of
in El Paso, spoke for the Convocation
Tyler Maier, freshman, feels that “the for Graduation 2010.
major issues including: the changed
ceremony. Garcia discussed the common facts were too stretched in correlation to
• New Business:
shuttle schedule, receiving nutrition facts
misconceptions about illegal immigrants
what he was speaking of. There could
-Induction of Senator of History,
for all food in Ryan Hall and The Caf’
who enter the United States. Garcia was
have been other reasons why crime went
Philosophy, and Religion, Zach Kassman
cafeterias, and increased food options on
chosen as the convocation speaker to go
down in the states with more illegal
-Proposal of International Student
The Caf’ menu, including veggie burgers.
along with this year’s dedicated semester
immigrants. It does not prove that it was
Senator.
-Current issues in debate are: the
topic, “Immigrant Experiences.”
because of illegal immigrants that crime
-Check out the next issue of the
proposed smoking ban, change of venue
Garcia told a story about a woman
rates went down. I feel that it was rpoorly1 Fontbanner
c .
r
.
।
.
A
for an article on the new SGA for Commencement, and maintenance
who sought refuge at the Annunciation
related to the whole dedicated semester fformat!.
on soda machines on campus.
House. As the ladies from the
theme.”
Annunciation House were transporting
While most students responded in
her to the shelter they were stopped
mild tones about their thoughts, one
Continuedfrom Page 1
student was more heated about the
by border patrol and scolded for the
But Hickman does not
in Ryan Hall, Room
to review the tapes from
acts because it is crime to house illegal
speaker’s remarks. Charles DeGregorio,
want
the
devices
to
“
create
101,
as
well
as
on
the
that morning, and was
immigrants. Students and faculty
junior, says that he was “incredibly,
University’s Web site.
relieved to see that it was
listened as Garcia went on explaining
excruciatingly offended” by the speaker’s a false sense of security”
among
students.
“
There
’
s
a
simple accident: “We
the importance of young people’s power
speech. While he disagreed with the
While the cameras
no substitute for personal
could see that she was
to make the choice of “making room
speaker’s remarks, he states that even if
have yet to catch an armed
safety
and
good
judgment
doing some kind of dance
he did agree, he would still think it was
for everyone and excluding categories of
robbery or blow the lid
on each individual’s part,”
around the room, and
an improper for a speech that included
people.”
off of a major scandal,
she says.
then just slips and falls.”
Garcia proceeded to ask students in
partisan political issues. DeGregorio
they did help staff explain
To
ensure
students
the audience “How do we live in a way
described the speaker as a “self
an injury sustained by a
St Joseph was not the
privacy, recorded footage
that matters to get up in the morning?”
admitted criminal” and says his speech
resident of the hall back in first building on campus
from the cameras can
Garcia spoke of how he started the
was “poisoning youthful minds and
June. On the morning of
to be equipped with
only viewed by Director
Annunciation House for anyone who
encouraging them to break the law.”
a planned test recording,
video
surveillance: the
of Public Safety Bob
needs shelter, illegal immigrant or
After the Convocation speaker, stoles
a girl attending summer
fourth floor of Medaille
Kraeuchi and the resident
not. Garcia hit hard the common
and pins were given, and Dr. Golden
camp at the University
Hall, the DSAC, and the
assistants of St Joseph.
misconceptions that many have about
gave a concluding speech reminding
broke her leg while in St
gallery and lobby area of
However, a log of reported
immigrants. Two interesting facts that
students that, “It is a hard thing to
Joseph. Concerned about
the Fine Arts Building
public safety issues on
stood out to many were that, on average,
hear about what we do not know,
the cause of the injury, the are also great places to
campus from the past
immigrants contribute more in taxes
and even harder to hear about what
security director decided
make an onscreen debut.
60 days is available
than natural citizens, and the crime
we do not know we do not know.”

Cameras
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Veteran Leadership May Prove Women’s Soccer Secret
By Sam Waites
Reporter
The theme this season for the
women’s soccer team has overtones of
redemption. Last year’s campaign was
filled with many highs and lows, but the
Lady Griffins final mark, a record of 109-1, defines what was once called, the
heart of mediocrity. However the future
has promise, with the return of five of
their six top offensive players from last
season’s squad. The benefits of veteran
leadership will be on display as Coach
Westerman welcomes back sophomore
forwards Lauren McDonald and Kendra
Schilli, a duo that combined for twentysix goals last season. The two will
aided by the return of Kaitlin
Brammel, a midfielder who won
the starting position last year as
a freshman, and led the team
in assists. The senior leadership
of the team, Kristin Ferguson,
a fellow midfielder, was second
in assists, fhe individual talent
combined with the team concept
is essential for any team aspiring
to have a winning mentality.
This year’s Lady Griffins are
hoping they have reached a
culminating point in which they
can make a run for the SLIAC
Conference Championship.
Westerman predicted the
three freshmen additions would
make an immediate impact.
They have done so in dramatic
fashion. Ava Johnson a freshman
midfielder from Perryville, Mo.
has been agressive on defense,

and Robyn Meesey currently leads
the SLIAC Conference in goals with
three, two having been scored during
the 3-1 victory over Illinois College on
September 15. Meesey an early favorite
for MVP of the conference is coming
off a successful career at Notre Dame
Academy. Anna Hotop, a freshman
defender, an Incarnate Word Academy
gradute will take some of the pressure
off the shoulders of the defense’s leader:
senior Megan Bollinger.
lite victory over Illinois came on
a night in which, the early evening
humidity turned pleasantly cool. School
A.D. Lee McKinney and his wife were
in attendance at Clayton’s Gay Field

Griffins match was followed by a men’s
game. The win was imperative in
turning around the Lady Griffins early
season woes, and perhaps as the regular
season gets under way, this win will be
viewed as a defining moment.
Prior to the season the individual
coaches from the SLIAC Conference
schools were asked to give their
predictions for the division. The Lady
Griffins were picked to repeat last
season’s mediocre finish. The players
and coaches feel the team has much
more potential than the forecast, but
they do not mind entering the season
being underrated by opponents.
McDonald, Schilli, and the rest

■
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Goalkeeper, Kaniz Abbas, attentively watches at the
September 11 game against Millikin University.

opportunity to prove themselves,
when the team travelled to play Austin
College in Dallas, Texas in a pair of
non-conference games on September 4.
Unfortunately the trip to Dallas didn’t
pan out as well as Coach Westerman
hoped for a cohort eager to show their
improvement. In a phone message left
for the Fontbanner’s sports department.
Westerman called, “the trip to Dallas a
disaster.” The two games, both losses,
were drastically different in the level
of competition. The first game against
Austin College epitomizes Westerman’s
statement. The Lady Griffins were shut
out 5-0 and sophomore Margret Weise
led the team with three shots on goal.
second game against the University
■of Dallas was a devastating loss.
■For the first forty-nine minutes of
■the match both teams were held
■scoreless until freshman Robyn
■Meesey scored her first-ever
■collegiate goal, putting the Lady
(Griffins ahead momentarily, 1-0.
'IFie University of Dallas
(retaliated, scoring two goals in a
(span of two minutes, the go-ahead
■goal coming in the 56th minute.
| As for predictions, it is apparent
Jthat around the SLIAC, people
.expect Principia to continue their
^dominance. The Lady Griffins’
Bdisappointing performances in
jjDallas do not help their chances
(to improve their image as a
■team to be reckoned with. But
2a new winning mentality and
* returning veteran leadership has
the future looking hopeful for
the Lady Griffins soccer team.

Alumna Eftink Returns to Athletics after Three Years
By
Rayniesha Lovelace
Reporter

Maria Eftink, a 2006
graduate of the University, has
a new place in her old school.
After a three-year hiatus, Eftink
now strolls the same campus
she graduated from but now
as the recently hired Assistant
Athletic Director.
Eftink attended Oran High
School in Oran, Missouri, a
small town with the Population
of about 1,246 people, located
two and a half hours south
of St. Louis. “I appreciated
growing up in a small town
because of the values a small
town instills. Everyone
genuinely cares about others;
there is also that deep sense
of community. I would to
say that there was his feeling

of solidarity (for me) upon
visiting Fontbonne. That was
a major factor in why I choose
to attend this university. You
could just feel the sense of
community and family. That
is a quality that you just don’t
find on many campuses,” says
Eftink.
She says that one of the
things that inspired her to
return back to the University
was the heart of the people.
“I am excited to get to work
with the people at Fontbonne;
I took a lot of great classes and
had a lot of great professors
during my time at Fontbonne.
Many of the professors I
had in classes I now get the
opportunity to work with, and
they are still here continuing
to grace students with their
knowledge and talents.”

Eftink considers herself to
be most fortunate to have
been able to experience a
class with Dr. Donald Burgo,
former chair of the History,
Philosophy, and Religion
department, before he retired.
Her senior year she was able to
fit it into her schedule. “I left
everyday feeling lucky to have
had the opportunity to listen
to, in my opinion, the most
intelligent person I have ever
encountered,” says Eftink.
In addition, she really enjoyed
all of the business, sports
management classes, and
graphic design classes that she
took.
Eftink is a former University
volleyball player as well as
a middle and center for the
women’s basketball team. “My
family has always been very

supportive of me through my
life and especially my time at
Fontbonne. My mom traveled
to almost every game and
probably is more missed on
campus than I am because
of her caring nature and her
puppy chow and cookies that
she would bring to every game
for fans and players,” says
Eftink.
The things she remembers
most are the friendships that
she made throughout the years
“The people at Fontbonne
are second to none, and the
Communications & Marketing
friends that I made during
Eftink, former Griffin
my time here will be friends
athlete, was hired as the
for life, despite the different
Assitant Athletic Director
directions our lives went
think that Coach McKinney
after graduation,” says Eftink.
lead the groundwork for a
She got involved in Athlete
wonderful
program here,” says
Administration in the hope of
helping student athletes to have Eftink.
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Men’s Soccer to Score a Season for the Record Book
By David Cartier
Sports Editor

The University’s Men’s Soccer
program has high aspirations for this
season. And they have their reasons.
Since 2003, the men have won
the SLIAC conference three times,
in 2003, 2004, and 2008. They
have won rhe SLIAC conference
tournament twice, in 2004 and
2006, while advancing to the
conference championship game each
of the last three years. And they have
advanced to the NCAA tournament
in 2003, 2004, and 2006.
This year’s team looks to the
leadership of its two senior captains,
Kevin Vonarx and Mike Utley. Both
men have played pivotal roles in
producing goals for the team in the
past three years and look to continue
their offensive dominance.
“Our strength this year is we have
a group of about five guys who can
consistently put the ball in the back
of the net,” says head coach, Brian
Hoener. “I think we will have a
balanced scoring attack with several
guys capable of being dangerous in
different situations.”
Along with Vonarx and Utley,
sophomore Greg Leber will be
looked to for additional offensive
production. In the backfield,
sophomores Grant Osborn and
Daniel Laurie will anchor the
defense. A not so new transfer
from Lewis and Clark Community
College, Steve Blincoe returns after
being away from the program for
two years. His attacking prowess

■their own. Ilie game went to
■BgMovcrtime. but not much time was
ceded. Within minutes. Blincoe
^X'lMWmanaged to beat two Maryville
’■defenders and feed the ball to
W/'WOVonarx, who was immediately
—w '.■swarmed by opponents. Able to
’^^Mkcep the ball on his feet, he took
ihSo
clean shot at net and buried the
■game winner.
WHH The team traveled to Colorado
^^^Springs, Colorado on September
to play Colorado College and
University of Texas-Dallas. Both
gJpMBFgteams are acknowledged as strong
E^EP^^ides that are normally regionally

recognized. The team fought hard
^j^^^through each game and managed to
■OHMtie Texas-Dallas with a goal apiece,
g^^^and lost 1-0 to Colorado College.

The men’s soccer team celebrates after defeating Conference
opponent, Maryville University, 3-2 in overtime play.
and ball control in the middle of the
pitch should add a great deal of skill
to an already stellar attack.
As for the team’s weaknesses, they are
few. Hoener shows interest in his
defense, and thinks it may be a cause
for concern this season.
“We will be starting two new
defenders this season and a new
goalie,” says Hoener. “Getting that
chemistry together is going to be a
key part to our success this season.”
Early injuries are also a concern for
the team. Senior defenders, Jimmy
Dake and David Flowers have both
been battling injury, along with
senior midfielder, Jesse Cook.
Although unfortunate, injuries

may not pose as much of a threat
to Fontbonne as they normally
would for any other team. This
year’s program has close to 30 men
playing, making for a deep bench
that is full of skill.
“Every year players get hurt,” Cook
says. “But it is nice, this year, to
have a large team where other players
can step up. Players who have
the ability to make a difference in
games.”
In the team’s first game on
Tuesday, September 1, they played
ex-conference rival, Maryville
University. Utley netted two strikes
from outside the box, but Maryville
found ways to score two goals of

Utley scored the goal against TexasDallas.
The team’s goals this year include
- winning a conference championship
and earning yet another bid the
NCAA National Tournament. And
although extremely optimistic,
Hoener realizes other teams in the
SLIAC won’t be easily beaten.
“Our conference is tough; we have
tremendous parity in the SLIAC.
Westminster, Webster, Greenville,
and Principia will all field strong
teams,” says Hoener.
The bar for excellence has been set
high by Fontbonne’s previous men’s
soccer teams. But this year, with
hard work and strong leadership,
the program could surpass the bar
and notch their own place in the
University’s history books.

Dual Team Titles Lie in the Size and Pack for Griffins
By Zach Kassman
Reporter]
TTie men’s Cross Country team is
shooting for back-to-back SLIAC
Conference titles, while the women’s
team is aiming for its first. For the
men, this task will not be simple due
to a loss of their top runners.
Junior, Everett Jackson has made
the decision to take the semester at
another university to improve his
grades. He is currently attending the
University of Missouri St. Louis and
plans to return next semester in time
for the indoor track season.
The loss of Jackson is a setback
for the team on multiple levels. In
two years, he earned such honors
such as two-time First Team All
Conference, the Newcomer of the
Year Award, which is awarded to the
top freshmen in the Conference,
and multiple Runner of the Week

honors. Jackson was also a good
teammate and a team leader. Head
coach, Dave Almany says, “Everett
will be hard to replace and we hope
to have him back for two more years
in the future.”
Fortunately, the team recruited
a handful of good runners for
the new season. New recruits are
vital to a team that is trying to
build, especially if that team is
inexperienced This is the fourth
year for the Griffin’s Cross Country
program, and Almany is excited.
“For the third consecutive year,
we had a very good recruiting year.
Several good transfers will help the
men’s team; along with several good
incoming freshmen.”
The men have picked up one
surprising transfer, Ethan Blakley,
a sophomore from the University
of Arkansas Little Rock, an NCAA
Division 1 school. Blakley is an

athlete with an outstanding history,
but he has been injured for the past
year and a half. He has the potential
to be one of the school top runners if
able to stay healthy.
Recruiting for the women’s team
was an even bigger surprise.
“We feel this year’s women’s
recruiting class is the strongest we
have had,” Almany remarked, “They
will give the women’s team, for
the first time since we revived the
program, a legitimate pack.”
When Almany describes the
women’s ability to run as a “pack”, he
means the women runners should all
finish relatively close to each other.
In the sport of cross country, a
team scores points according to
the numerical places of its top five
runners to finish in one race. Like in
golf, the team with the lowest score
wins. With the top five women in
a tight pack, they have a greater edge

over the competition. The women’s
team has an amazing potential for
improvement this season thanks to
Almany’s recruiting. With several
standout freshmen the women’s team
has doubled in size and skill.
“Our depth that the freshmen
provide will be a real strength for the
women’s program,” says Almany.
Not only do the Griffin men’s
and women’s cross country teams
complete well together on the field
but off the field as well.
“I am very pleased with this area.
Both teams have blended together
really well. For the first time, we
have upperclassmen in the program,
and that really strengthens the overall
cohesiveness of the team. Our
chemistry is good,” says Almany.

Continued in “Cross
Country” on Page 6
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Volleyball Team Vying for Tournament Time
By Scott Ellis
Reporter
It is Friday evening. Moans and
grunts echo through the campus.
Beads of sweat fall to the hardwood
floor like rain drops. Fatigue starts
to settle in every limb of worn out
bodies. Panting breaths and hunched
over torsos surround the scene. And
this is just practice. It is that time of
the year again. The time when crowds
of roaring fans come out to watch the
women’s volleyball team take center
court for a season that promises to be
one of the most entertaining sporting
events the University has to offer.
Last year, the lady Griffins finished
with an 8 - 15 overall record with
a respectable 8-8 record in the
St. Louis Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference. This year the team hopes
to improve on last year’s win total by
focusing on building team chemistry
and dynamic plays.
fhere are fresh faces on the team.
First year students, Olivia Thurmond,
and Jessica Wilmes, and transfer
sophomore, Kayla Sager, look to
add new talent to the team. Senior
defensive specialist Megan Simon
says, “J am looking forward to seeing
the team reach its potential. I am
excited to see how well we will all play
together and what the new girls will
contribute. Our new players have a
lot of potential.” With the loss of only

one player from last year and the gain
of three, the team shows a positive sign
of the program’s growth and the new
players desire to play on the University
volleyball program.
The players are excited and optimistic
about the upcoming season, which
included a trip to play in Anaheim,
California over Labor Day weekend.
Senior outside hitter, Kelly Lindsay,
who lead Fontbonne in hitting last
year and earned Second Team All
Conference Honors says, “The team is
really excited for the trip to California.
We’ll get some team bonding time and
get to have fun doing it.” The ladies
played hard while in California but
were unable to come home victorious.
The already solid team has raised its
goals this season in hopes of making
an SLIAC conference tournament
birth. With senior leadership lead
by Megan Simon, Alyssa Brocco,
and Kelly Lindsay there is no reason
that reaching the tournament is not
possible. Sophomore setter Rachel
Beydler says, “Our main goal for the
team is to finish in the top four of
the conference so we can go to the
conference tourney! We know we can
do it, we just need to go out there and
execute.” This kind of positive attitude
is a strength the ladies hope will help
them achieve their goals.
The team played their first game
Tuesday night, September 1st against
Robert Morris College. They played

Upcoming Home
Athletic Events
10/3- Mens & Women’s Soccer
vs Webster
10/4- Men’s & Women’s Soccer
vs Spalding
10/6- Women’s Volleyball
vs Westminster

10/13- Women’s Soccer
vs Illinois Wesleyan

very well
but were
unable to
defeat Robert
Morris
College. The
ladies looked
sharp though
and showed
glimpses of
the potential
the team
contains.
After the
game Kelly
Lindsay said,
“It was a
tough loss.
We hung in
there, but
they just
got on a
couple hot
streaks and
we couldn’t
catch up. We
were a little
rusty and
should play
much better
in our next
The Lady Griffins huddle to pray as a team before their
match.” The
first match against Robert Morris College on September 1.
next home
games are a
September 23 against Washington
double header on Saturday, September
University, which historically has been
19th against Blackburn College and
a rivalry worth watching.
Westminster College and Wednesday,

Cross Country
Both teams try to spend a lot
of time together. They practice
together, hang out together,
compete together, and even eat
team meals together before their
meets.
“We have fun while working hard
and encouraging each other, and
that creates an environment where
we can both grow and enjoy the
season,” says Almany.
The Griffin’s Cross Country
teams kicked off their season the
first weekend in September with

Continued From Page 5
the Washington University Early
Bird Meet in Forest Park. With an
inch and a half of rain and some
of the muddiest conditions ever
seen by the athletes, the Griffins
still managed to come away with a
positive race.
“The conditions were horrible and
I heard no complaints from any of
our runners. That shows me some
toughness that I like,” says Almany.
Both the men’s and the womens
teams finish very well, despite the
upper level competition, including

some Division 1 schools. The
women had a great performance
in the early season race, finishing
close behind the nationally ranked
Washington University and two
NCAA Division 1 schools.
Almany said, “It was gratifying to
see how high both teams finished
in what was a very strong field with
several good Division 1 programs
entered. It was just a few years ago
we brought up the rear in both
races, but not anymore. We have
come a long way in a short time.”

10/20- Women’s Volleyball
vs MacMurray
10/24- Women’s Volleyball
vs Harris Stowe College

10/24- Men’s & Women’s Cross Country
at St. Louis College of
Pharmacy Invitational
in Forest Park
10/31- Men’s & Women’s Soccer
vs Eureka

----------------- -—&__________

The Griffin Cross Country team takes off
at the beginning ofthe Maryville Cross
Country Invitational on September 12.

The Lady Griffin’s Cross Country Team circleup for a pre-race pep talk at the Missouri
Southern Stampede on September 19.
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Students Get Involved in Diversity and Multiculturalism
By Ashley L. Porter
Reporter

On September 9, a large, colorful
chalk drawing on the arcade sidewalk
indicated the annual Multicultural
Festival would begin at noon in
Medaille Meadow. Pounding drums and
woodwind instruments echoed between
the buildings on campus. Approaching
the Meadow, belly dancers in vivid
purple, green and gold garments danced
expertly and encouraged audience
members to join them on stage. Two
dancers each in dragon costume created
the illusion of the dragon’s movements
as they danced in unison to the drum
beat. The dragons even attempted to
dance with the audience. A Jazz band
with brass instruments and a smooth
voiced singer took over, asking attendees
for requests.
Student Organizations and local
business where placed throughout the
event, encouraging students to interact
and engage their minds. The Henna
tattoo table appeared to be very popular
with the students. The booth featured
information and pictures of Henna
tattoos and a professional Henna artist.
Students not only watched the actual
tattooing process but also received
tattoos themselves—allowing them
to experience the beauty of another
culture’s art form.
In addition, I he Nia Kuumba African
and African American Women’s
Spirituality Center attended the festival.
Ihey are interested in inviting women
from area colleges to come together
and discuss issues that are relevant to
their community. An African American
fraternity and sorority were also present.
The Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
attended the festival and provided
students with information about their
sorority’s history and its upcoming

events. Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Inc. also attended the event, displaying
honors the fraternity has received as
well as information about their future
events.
Students attending the festival also
had an opportunity to have their
English names translated into characters
from different Asian countries, like
Japan, Nepal, Thailand, and China
by international students. Some

students wore traditional cultural
garments. The Study Abroad Program
encouraged students to consider
the benefits of studying in another
country or continent. They also offered
students numerous pamphlets about
the program and the 2010 study abroad
trip to China March 11 to the 22.
Another table displayed information
about Immigrant Experiences,
the subject of this fall’s Dedicated

Photo Courtesy of Izzy Liu
Top: International Students display traditional cultural dress
front their home countries.
Bottom: Attendees ofthe Multicultural Festival
show-offthe henna tattoos they recieved.

Semester. There were books about
Irish, Mexican, Chinese, and Japanese
American genealogy. The librarian
representing the Dedicated Semester
table stated that the library tries to
accommodate the needs of all students
interested in or enrolled in courses
pertaining to the subject matter.
Students for the Enhancement of
Black Awareness (SEBA) encouraged
students to join their organization.
SEBA’s representatives wanted students
to know that the organization is bout
diversity; membership is open to
students of all cultural, ethnic, and
ethnic backgrounds. SEBA hosts many
events on campus, like game and
trivia nights in hopes to bring people
together.
Straights and Gays for Equality
(SAGE) provided students with an
opportunity to join their organization
as well as information about its goals to
bring together “lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, and allied students
interested in raising awareness about
issues facing LGBT community.”
The National Association of Black
Accountants, Inc. (NABA) attended
the festival as well. Representatives
stated that the organization was
tailored toward minority finance
students interested in learning about
professionalism and networking
opportunities. Their informational
pamphlet states that they are dedicated
to helping students “successfully
transition from college to corporate
America. NABA offers a lifelong
resource of knowledge, professional
development, and networks.”
Overall, the Multicultural Festival
was an enjoyable, lively time for
all in attendance, though small
number, thanks to good music,
good tattoos, and good company.

“Studio” Details Art Student’s Experience at the University
By Zach Kassman
Reporter

together to give the observer a full view
of McKinlay’s process and intention.

Junior Mike McKinlay’s mugs
and sauces appear to be imperfect
when viewed individually. They are
asymmetrical, wavy and unbalanced to
the eye. The designs that adorn each
mug are sketch-like pictures of artists
in their natural environment with
lines here and there, just as sketches
that may be seen in a studio. When
viewing the set as a whole, the work
becomes unified and can be seen as
a complete balanced concept. This
achieves the artist’s ultimate goal:
using each object like a puzzle piece
that plays of one another and comes

Mike McKinlay is a busy artist
working on a degree in Fine Arts with
a K-12 Teaching Certification and a
minor in Art History. He wants to be
a high school art teacher and work in
any city, urban, or metro area with a
population over a thousand people. His
big goal is “to be out of Fontbonne in
two (more) years; I love it, but its just
time.”
He’s busy not just because of his
academic load but also because of his
continuous involvement in personal
art projects. Most recently, McKinlay
has been working on a series of
ceramic coffee mugs and saucers

he calls “Studio.” There is more to
McKinlay’s art than simple coffee
mugs. McKinlay’s “Studio” theme is
pretty difficult to put into words, but
his inspiration come from the art studio
and the scene that makes it up. Art
studios can be relatively disorganized
and at times chaotic, but within this
world people are still able to find peace
and get their works completed.
Surprisingly, McKinlay does not
consider himself a ceramicist, but
a sculptor. He has created some
extremely marvelous sculptures, but for
now, he has set it aside and is focusing
on ceramics as a medium. McKinlay
says, “I still love sculpting because I’ve
sculpted with wood and metal, stuff
that is more ridged (than clay). I like

the process because it is something
that you have to really work with.” He
sees metal and wood as being more
difficult to work with and harder
to manipulate and thus he receives
a greater sense of accomplishment
when working with these mediums.

McKinlay is inspired by everyday
experiences. Whether that be his art
studio or the view from his red road
bike he can be seen riding up Wydown
Boulevard, each experience is channeled
into his artwork and has shaped
his artistic point-of-view. “Studio”
captures the natural atmosphere
McKinlay works in everyday as an
art student at the University, a place
that will soon be a part of his past.
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Mennes Inspired By Social
Work and the University
By Jessica Thurmond
Reporter
Catherine Mennes’
office gives off a feeling
of warmth. On the walls
there are beautiful pictures
by local artists, including a
photograph that stands out
of her father and Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. meeting
for the first time. On the
bookshelf are titles that range
from religion to social work to
inspirational books. Two big,
lounge chairs invite visitors to
make themselves comfortable.
This office seems to exude
calm in a way that suggests
the personality and work
Mennes undertakes.
Mennes, the new assistant
professor of Social Work and
I director of Field Education,
has always been interested in
helping people, throughout
her career, from young
children to adults. Mennes
was born and raised in Saint
Louis. After attending high
school, she went up north
to Saint Olaf College, later
transferring home to Webster
University.
She graduated with a
Bachelor of Arts in Religious
Studies and Bachelor of
Science in Mathematics. After
college, Catherine wasn’t quite
sure what she wanted to do
with her degree, so she ended
up going back to school and
receive her Masters in Social
Work and her PhD in Social
Work in 2006. Mennes
says, “Social work can be
challenging at times, but it
has been a great fit for me.
I’ve always wanted to help
people and, in its simplest
form, that’s social work”.
Catherine Mennes, with
the help of Professor Sharon
Jackson, is working to help
the University with the
transition into having its
own degree program. At this
time, the social work degree
is under the Human Services
program. Once Social Work
is an accredited program,
they would be able to move
into their own academic
department.
Mennes says many people
have misperceptions about

social work, “Social work
isn’t just about helping foster
care children. "There are
many places you can work.
Social workers are found
in hospitals, schools, nonfor profit agencies, mental
health care, alcohol and drug
treatment centers, community
outreach organizations, as well
as other environments.”
The United States
Department of Labor says
according to Mennes,
“Employment for social
workers is expected grow
much faster than the average
for all occupations through
2016. Job prospects are
expected to be favorable,
particularly for social workers
who specialize in the aging
population or work in rural
areas.” Although income
is not everything, there are
many jobs that one can do
if they are looking to help
people.
After sitting with Mennes
for an hour, one can learn
a lot about who she is and
what she is about. Mennes is
about helping people, giving
everyone the support they
need to live a productive life.
Her career has had many great
moments. She says, “There
are so many different defining
moments...there were the
vets at the VA who where just
happy to see me smile, and
just knowing a young person
cared about them and it made
their day. There was a woman
who suffered for many years
after being raped as a young
child who never knew there
was a mental health treatment
available that could help stop
her nightmares. There are
so many different people’s
stories that I had the honor of
knowing and they each have
touched my life.”
Mennes balances her own
inspiration to help people
in social work with working
with University. “I believe
working at the University is
helping people. It may not be
traditional social work, but I
have the privilege of helping
students find themselves
and become stronger
empowered social workers.”

Congratulations, Mr. & Mrs. Boul!

Campus Minister Sarah Schumacher married Dave Boul on
Friday September 4th, 2009. Over fifty members of the University
community attended the ceremony and joined the couple as they
celebrated the special occasion. Almost as exciting as the wedding
ceremony was tne engagement, which took place this past spring on
one of Campus Ministry’s international trips. Boul flew to Ireland
and suprised Schumacher with his proposal in a Catholic church
that holds the relics of St. Valentine.
-Mary Gould, Reporter
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Counting Fish & A Birthday Bear: Anderson’s Summer Internship
By Rayniesha Lovelace
Reporter

Clare Anderson spent the
summer counting fish in
Alaska. Anderson applied for
an internship with Bering
Sea Fisherman’s Association
in Anchorage, Alaska in
cooperation with the Tanana
Chiefs Conference, a native
organization that oversees and
owns the river camp where they
counted the fish. “I didn’t get an
actual interview. I got offered

the position by my friend’s dad
who is the Director of Parks and
Wildlife for the Tanana Chiefs
Conference,” says Anderson.
He just needed her transcript
and resume to pass on to the
boss from Bering Sea.
The job description was to
simply count the fish one by
one; they counted them as they
crossed the panels in the river
and logged the numbers of
each count for each hour in the
logbook. Over the summer,
it was estimated about 4,500

can’t help but know that there
“On the day of my 23rd
is a God, I don’t know if I will
birthday, July 20th, I woke up
do the exact thing again, but I
at 4:30 am to a gun shot. I
hope to go back to Alaska and
sat up in my cot still bundled
see more beautiful nature and
because of the cold morning
exciting adventures.”
air, and started to pray...then
After her first encounter at
I heard another gunshot and
a beach as a child, Anderson
realized it was coming from
always had a passion for the
just outside my tent. When I
ocean and wildlife. Coming
heard my supervisor shouting,
from a father who was in the
I realized what must have been
navy, she feels that she inherited
going on, a bear was in the
his passion and love for the
camp. I yelled from inside
coast. This was the reason she
my tent, ‘is there a bear?’ No
took on a major in Biology.
answer, more shouting. So I
After college, Anderson wants
asked again and this time I got
to continue to study marine
a ‘yeah.’ I said, “Yay! A bear
biology, more specifically
on my birthday!” And went
marine animal behavior, which
back to sleep.” Anderson says
school doesn’t matter as I feel
means moving to the coast. Her
that her birthday was the best
I’m getting a better education
dream job would to be a marine
part of her trip because it was
here than I would have at Iowa
animal trainer, for any marine
a gorgeous day on the river,
State.”
animal, as long as she is in the
and outside of the bear, a baby
Many transfer students
ocean.
moose came through the camp
describe their reasoning behind
“I took this internship
too. “When I rode back into
transferring because of the high
because I believed that it
town from the river camp, I
quality education practices
was
a great opportunity. It
saw eagles, beavers, more moose
in fields such as education,
will pay off in the long run,
and a lynx (which are very rare
fashion, and speech therapy.
and it will look good on my
to see in the wild). When I
Brittney Wright, a junior from
resume,” says Anderson. This
finally arrived in town, there
Meramec Community College,
were so many birthday messages experience not only taught her
says, “I liked the curriculum
a lot about King Salmon and
on my phone, Facebook and
for early childhood here more
their great migration to their
voicemails from all the people
than the classes I was taking
spawning
waters in Alaska,
I loved. I truly felt so blessed
that were geared towards it at
but it taught her about herself.
and grateful for my life,” says
Meramec. I heard a lot of good
She rose to the challenge of
Anderson.
things about the program from
living in the wilderness of
She says, despite the
numerous sources and felt it
tribulations, she never was truly Alaska for weeks with people
was the best fit for me.” This
she barely knew She also
scared, because she knew God
should feel encouraging for
gained respect for the Alaskan
was there with her. “Amidst
students who major in some
people and their culture.
His beautiful creation, you
of these areas. Fontbonne
may be a small university, but
it seems to have a rather large
reputation.
Not too shocking, the main
complaints transfer students
have seem to be the same as
those of the typical four year
student. The most common
complaint transfer students
have deals with the hectic
parking situation found on the
campus. Obviously, Fontbonne
will lack components that
larger universities offer such
as a larger variety of food,
frat/sororities parties, and
exquisite sport stadiums. With
that said, it appears that while
many transfer students miss
these things, they value more
Clare Anderson posesfor a quick picture as she
the conveniently sized campus,
enters Alaska for her summer internship with
small class sizes, and easy
the Bearian Sea Fishermens’ Association.
interaction with professors.

King Salmon made it up the
river to spawn. Anderson says
“While I was counting, I had
to keep my eyes fixed on the
panels, so I listened to my IPod and sang along. I sang to
myself and, even for the others
at camp while I was out there.
It was so peaceful that I always
had a song I wanted to sing.”
Outside of simple singing,
Anderson read books like “The
Shack” to pass her time.
Not all times where

Unusual Sights for Transfers’ Eyes
By Scott Ellis
Reporter
Melissa Kingsbury, senior,
travels through the hot and
muggy hallways of the aged
Science building. She examines,
with curiosity, bathrooms the
size of closets and classrooms
with antique knobs containing
large key wholes she can peep
through. Ihese are familiar
sights to brand new eyes at an
unfamiliar location for Melissa
who recently transferred to
Fontbonne. Each semester,
transfer students enter the
campus with an outside
view and experience of what
college is. Most students have
not experienced college life
outside of Fontbonne’s small,
comforting campus. For
the typical four year student
the answer of how others
with college experience view
Fontbonne...until now.
Many transfer students
describe Fontbonne as a very
small, inviting campus. The
convenient size of the campus
is one of the top “likes’’ that
many transfer students describe
during their initial thoughts.
Ashley Kamper, a junior
transfer from Missouri State
and two community colleges,
says “The campus is very nice,
much smaller than the other
schools; it is nice not having to
run to get to your next class!”
The arrangement of buildings
on campus is very for students
to navigate from class to class;
an act that seems impossible at
larger schools. For students,
it is nice to be able to make
it to class within minutes,
especially during the freezing

cold and snowy winter months;
a convenience not found at very
many other universities. Many
transfer students describe being
able to make an easy transition
because of the small size of the
campus. The campus gives off
a nice, comfortable feeling that
many transfer students find
welcoming.
How do the professors
and classes compare to other
colleges? The small class sizes
make it much easier to have
one-on-one interaction with
professors. “I really, really like
how I am able to talk to my
professors so easily. They really
get to know you on a personal
level,” says Kingsbury. Many
students may become lost and
struggle in classes the size of
some students’ high schools.
With class sizes of 500 or more
students at large universities
such as Arizona State or
Mizzou; Fontbonne’s small
class size is very welcoming for
transfer students.
Bryce Buch, who transferred
in 2009 from Iowa State and
Harris Stowe, says, “The thing
I really like about Fontbonne is
the interaction with professors.
Students are in small classes
and are in close contact with
professors. At a big university
like Iowa State, many of
the classes were lecture halls
holding 500 students.” The
convenience of a smaller
classroom seems to be a
leading reason many transfer
students find Fontbonne to be
a positive learning experience.
Buch continues by saying,
“The professors here are just
as knowledgeable as the ones
at Iowa State. The size of the

A consensus from transfer
students that Fontbonne is
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Fresh Faces, New Fears
First-year Students On Campus
By Julia Loehr
Reporter

in Elementary Education,
her interest lies within the
third and fourth graders.
I know what it was
She likes this age group
like on the first day of
because she taught these
college— excitment and
ages in vacation bible
fear jumbled into one,
school. After graduating
leaving home to move
she would like to have a job
intothe dorms, enjoying
teaching at a private school,
the freedom of lifewithout
similar to JFK or Sacred
an annoying little sister
Heart of Eureka.
or brother bothering
My next friendly
you. Some students can’t
encounter was with
understand the fear of the
Courtney Cook, a first
transition between high
year from Seckman, who
school and college, where
is already excited about
other students can’t ignore
graduation but fears
the huge difference in the
failing her classes. Even
amounts of time between
though there is a lot more
each class, ten-page research studying to do in college,
papers, and all-night cram
she feels she has much more
sessions.
independence than in high
The University’s new
school.
students that arrive fresh
In the DSAC, I met
faced on campus each year
another group of interesting
all bring with them big
friends: Kerry, Claire and
hopes and even bigger fears.
Kelsey. Kerry proudly
Exploring the campus
says she doesn’t have any
the first week of school, I
fears. But, Kelsey, who
wanted to find out how the
is from Wisconsin, fears
class of 2013 felt about their that home sickness is just
first breath of the sweet
around the corner. Claire
college air.
is fearing research papers.
The first two friends I met All three girls are interested
where from Chicago. Kellen
in meeting more people
and Kenny are roommates
and learning much more
in Saint Joseph Hall on
in college. Claire especially
campus. Both enjoy being
would like to meet more
on their own and having
international students,
personal responsibility.
because she is interested
Kellens fears writing papers
in learning about their
and having too much
experiences in America and
homework, while Kenny
around the University.
fears being kicked out.
Kelia, an aspiring artist,
Andrea Coffey, my next
fears her classload and the
new acquaintence has
work it brings, though not
enjoyed her experience in
much else. As an out-ofcollege but enjoys most the
state student and an athlete,
small classes and friendly
Kelia has great experience
people. Andrea has not
ahead of her to look forward
had the change to get
to.
involved on campus quite
Everyone can relate
yet, but plans on attending
to these students’ fears:
the Activities Fair and is
studying, living on their
interested in joining FAB
own, and even the fear of
and campus ministry
being kicked out. But,
activities. However, she
in four years, graduation
wishes there were more
time will come, and those
dances, live music and
fears will all be memories
something going on her
of the past. Those fears will
breaks between classes;
push them into the exciting
she wants to bring some
reality of life after college.
excitment to her life outside
of the classroom. Majoring

By Megan Meyers
News Editor

of new players for the
2009 season. “We
were really struggling
Only days before their
with numbers. A lot
second season was to
of lacrosse girls joined
begin, the women’s field
the team as a favor to
hockey team had no
the coach, but there
coach, no games, and
weren’t enough new
no clue that their entire
people who wanted to
program had been
play,” says Pierce. While
placed on the chopping
conceding that low
block by the University’s
recruitment was indeed
athletic director, Lee
a concern, McKinney
McKinney.
says the program
Senior Monica
mainly fell victim to
Ellebracht, who
hard economic times.
returned to campus two
“To fulfill NCAA and
weeks early to train as
SLIAC Conference
a resident advisor, was
requirements, we
the first member of the
must maintain those
team to hear the news.
sports covered under
She approached the
our NCAA affiliation.
athletic office herself
Field Hockey was our
after hearing rumors
newest sport, and one
about the program.
that had not yet reached
“I was very upset by
NCAA status,” he says.
the situation,” says
Travel expenses for the
Ellebracht. “If [a fellow
program were high,
R.A.] hadn’t mentioned
according to McKinney,
it, who knows when I
with three of the team’s
would have found out.”
five away games located
“I thought it was very
in Tennessee.
unprofessional that
One male student
no one knew exactly
who stunts for the
what was going on,”
cheerleading team
says Emily Spalding,
feels the athletic
junior. “The office sent
department’s actions
out letters [about the
demonstrated “sport
sport being cancelled]
bias.” “They will spend
to the schools we were
money on the men’s
supposed to play this
basketball team before
season but not to the
anything else,” he
players themselves.”
says. But McKinney,
According to
who also coaches the
sophomore Mary Alice
men’s basketball team,
Pierce, one major
insists that this is not
hurdle for the team
true, citing equipment
was the recruitment
recently purchased for

the baseball and softball
teams, as well as “capitol
expenses to secure and
improve Gay Field” for
the soccer and lacrosse
teams. Monica
Potter, who served as
the field hockey and
lacrosse teams’ head
coach last year, has a
different explanation
for why the sport
was eliminated: After
being fired from the
University last spring,
Potter says she was
assured by McKinney
that the field hockey
program would not
be cut in her absence.
Her position was never
filled, however, and the
majority of the players
learned that the sport
had been officially
canceled only after the
fall semester began.
“In my opinion, the
athletic department
did not search for my
replacement. It was
easier for them to drop
the program,” says
Potter. With 10 years’
experience in playing
and coaching field
hockey, and having
known most members
of the team since 7th
grade, Potter says she
is disturbed by the
decision. “I care deeply
about my players and
believe they got screwed
over,” she says.
The team won only
one of its games last
season, and fan turnout

to home games was low
according to Potter.
Indeed, when asked
their opinion on the
issue, many students’
responses were similar
to senior Jordan
Gilbert’s: “What? We
had a field hockey
team?!”
Pierce says
the team’s club sport
status created a vicious
cycle, making its
visibility on campus low
and less likely to attract
new players, which in
turn hindered the team’s
performance at games.
Nevertheless, Potter
is proud of her players.
“We were a young team.
[The players] met my
expectations and more.
They were committed
to the sport, worked
hard, and had to travel
every weekend.” Potter
also says the season
was filled with fond
memories, one favorite
being “watching senior
Kasey Thompson
put on the goalie
equipment. She looked
like a transformer.”
Despite the logistical
challenges he says are
posed by the sport,
McKinney is optimistic
that hockey-stick
wielding women will
someday reappear on
campus, saying “it
is hoped that in the
future Fontbonne can
reinstate this sport in
a more viable form.”
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Cable is An Extravagance:
Living with Dan & Other Tribulations
By Courtney Schofield,
Copy Editor

Isabella Liu captures the light streaming in the Doerr Chapel
Windows in the late afternoon, one ofherfavorite times to visit.

Black Student Attends KKK Rally
By Jake King
Editor

didn’t feel unsafe. I mean,
there were police officers
everywhere. Cops were there
In mid-July of this past
on hand...to protect the
summer, the Missouri
KKK.”
chapter of rhe Ku Klux
“When I first showed up
Klan, KKK, held a large rally
to the rally I was getting
under the St. Louis Arch.
some looks,” says Dokes.
Sophomore, Renisha Dokes,
“Soon after, one of the
who is African-American,
members came up to me and
was in attendance.
said “what are you doing
“I was always told bad
here?” and I responded with
things about the KKK
“1 want to know more.”
while I was in school,” says
“ 1 he scene wasn’t what
Dokes, a sophomore here at
I pictured it to be. They
Fontbonne. “I was always
weren’t all wearing white
told about how they hate
robes and there weren’t any
and mistreat blacks, even
burning crosses. Everyone
killing them, but I thought
was in normal clothes,
there was more to it. I
except for the leader, who
wanted to learn more and
was wearing a red robe,” says
experience it for myself.”
Dokes. “I talked a little more
The rally, which was held
to the man who approached
in mid-July, gained much
me and I found out that he
criticism and controversy
believes in the KKK and
from the St. Louis area and
what it stands for because
the press. It was one of the
that is how he was raised.
largest KKK rallies to ever be
He never had a choice. 1
held in the Missouri area. It
wanted him to understand
was especially controversial
that I wasn’t coming to the
to be held under the St.
rally to protest but to further
Louis Arch, a national
my knowledge. He was very
landmark that represents the
polite and kind to me,”
city of St. Louis.
remarks Dokes.
When hearing this story
“The rally itself was a little
most would immediately ask
intense," says Dokes. “They
Dokes if she felt scared or if
were chanting and carrying
she felt that her safety was
on. At one point, the leader
in danger. “I wouldn’t say
stated that 'the nigger
that I was scared. 1 was more
shouldn’t be in office.’ I was
nervous for the reaction. I

surprised that it was the only
time I heard the ‘n word.’
Although it became a little
intense, she is thankful
that she attended the rally.
“I learned a lot at the rally
and I’m thankful that I
went. I learned that they
discriminate against all kinds
of people, not just blacks,
and they just want to return
to a previous time where
there was little diversity.”
Dokes first shared her
story with fellow students at
a meeting in early August.
“People here at Fontbonne
knew about me going to
the rally before my family
even knew,” says Dokes.
“My mom freaked when she
found out. She was pretty
scared for me. She is still the
only person in my family
that knows I went to the
rally.”

“I wouldn’t say that
I’m a brave person,” says
Dokes. “I feel brave for
going but that’s not why
I went to the rally. I went
because I wanted to further
my knowledge and not
just base my assumptions
on what I was taught in
school. I wanted to learn
and experience it for myself.
Everyone should experience
things for themselves before
they make judgments.”

For two years, I lived in the
dorms. For two years, I could
wake up five minutes earlier than
class began, and still get there
before the commuters could even
find a place to park. I could
schedule my classes with large
time gaps, and go back to my
dorm to sleep in a bed, not on
a public couch. I could borrow
things from my neighbors, and be
forced to give them back so that
I wouldn’t feel bad later for never
returning their stuff. I could make
my dorm room look like a dorm
room—no design skills or money
was necessary. Life was good. Life
was simple. Mostly, though, life
was inexpensive.
I moved into a house this
summer, about fifteen minutes
away from the University, with
two other people just as poor as
or poorer than me. Our rent is
the cheapest around for a threebedroom house, our bills are
average, and our only extravagance
is cable television. One of my
roommates, Dan O’Keefe of
the university, thinks that even
cable is too extravagant, and he
may be right (although, he also
insists that air conditioner is also
too extravagant). On average,
my monthly expenditures for
the aforementioned are around
$300.00, which wouldn’t
be so bad if I didn’t have an
unquenchable thirst for clothes
and a burning hunger for, well,
food. Every paycheck I get
disappears within the week, and
because I get paid every two
weeks, I must fast every other
week.
It isn’t all bad, though. I get to
hang out in my own living room,
with my good friends, Dan, Cody,
and my loyal canine, Rocko, who

destroyed the living room blinds
the first time we left him alone.
We have a kitchen stove that gets
pretty hot, although none of us
certain what its purpose is yet.
Right now it functions as a place
to set hot things that we cook in
the microwave. We have a fridge
full of craft beers, hearts full of
adventure, and if this is what
being poor is like, then I don’t
want to be rich. Although, at
some point I would like to quit
my job as a pizza maker, and move
onto something that pays more
and doesn’t leave me constantly
smelling like a giant, rotten pizza.
Living on my own and fending
for myself is certainly a challenge,
but not as challenging as living
with Dan can be. Some of
you may know him. When it’s
warm outside, he generally wears
swimming trunks and sandals, and
in the colder months, he is often
spotted in a huge, black LL Bean
coat with missing buttons, and
large snow boots. His frugality is
a force to be reckoned with. He
says that this winter, he hopes
to keep the temperature in the
house just above what he refers
to as “hand numbingly cold.”
Although, so far, I think that I
have been winning the thermostat
battle. However, I do notice
occasionally that, though, the
desired temperature is still set on
my preferred setting, 74, he has
turned the air conditioner off
completely.
So far, we have only lived
together for less than three
months, and I think that things
will only get more interesting from
here. I also think that I will lose
weight from deciding whether to
have a cheeseburger or electricity.
I guess it’s cereal, beer, and
fighting with Dan from here on
out.

Photo Courtesy of Dan O’Keefe
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“Measuring” the
Significance of Art:
Gallery of Art’s New
Exhibit Inspires
By Ashley L. Porter
Reporter

Fontbanner

New, Not So Improved Shuttle Service
By Scott Ellis
Reporter

On a rainy Monday night,
Senior Jake Buerke is in the
library working on a paper. His
eyes slowly begin to close as
exhaustion and tiredness creep
over him. Deciding it is time
to go home, he heads to the
shuttle pickup spot on the steps
of Ryan Hall since his car is
parked at the shuttle lot located
at the old CBC building. With
a glance at his watch he sees that
it is 7:03 p.m. He waits while
drops of rain slowly soak through
his clothes and his books. He
waits for what seems to be an
eternity. Again glancing at his
watch it is now 7:22 p.m. By
7:33 Jake is completely soaked
and his notes from the day are
ruined. He begins to explore
campus and to ask where the
shuttle is. He is told by a
Fontbonne worker that the
shuttle service for this school year
now only runs until 7:00 p.m.

a Tuesday night class that goes
from 6:00 until 10:30 p.m. He is
a frequent user of the shuttle lot.
Stopke says, “I don’t even bother
trying to find a parking spot in
the main lot anymore.” When
asked about his opinion of the
time change Stopke says, “Don’t
get me wrong, I love the drivers
and the service. All the drivers
are really friendly and the service
is very helpful. The time change
has created an inconvenience and
affected all night classes, but as
long as I get here I’m happy.”

an already problematic parking
situation around campus.

The shuttle lot is costly to
maintain. There are numerous
costs of maintenances which
must be upheld such as lights,
the blacktop, and the paint on
the lines of the parking places.
According to Kraeuchi, the cost
to maintain the lot actually cost
more than the money generated
from the parking passes.

their own artwork as well.
Each artist worked with a
variety of mediums: paper,
Ihe Gallery of Art
fiber, metal, glass, etc.
recently held an opening
Consequently, each piece
for a textile exhibition
appeared to be an original
this past Friday, titled,
work of art. Each gallery
“Sift, Measure, Cultivate,”
wall displays art from a
displaying the artwork
different extile artist. The
Every semester the rumor of
of three local textile and
first wall along the entrance
losing the shuttle lot arises. The
fiber artists, Erin K. Cork,
to the gallery displays Erin
truth: Fontbonne has a one
The time change was not
Courtney Henson, and
K. Cork’s piece. There
year
contract with Washington
implemented to cause issues
Gina Alvarez. While I enjoy was knitting; dark, bold
University so there is no need to
or problems for students and
viewing artwork and have
colors, colored glass bottles,
panic
about losing it in December
faculty. Bob Kraeuchi explains,
visited campus art galleries
and metal stick pins.
just yet. Both Fontbonne and
“The night Options program has
in the past, 1 have never had I n addition, there were
Washington University do have
moved this year from the main
the opportunity to attend
wooden shelves holding
special
“outs” within the contract
campus to the Brentwood campus
a textile exhibit. I must
the blue glass and thick
though. This means that under
which has freed-up parking. We
admit that this modern art
knitted pieces, a wooden
certain
circumstances Wash U.
counted the spots on the lot at
exhibition was far different
table displaying an intricate
could possibly reclaim the lot
7:00 p.m. and found that there
than traditional art exhibits. knitted piece with a web
early or Fontbonne could back
were 125 to 130 empty spaces.”
In most art galleries
like pattern at its center, as
out of their end of the contract.
the artwork is framed,
Sophomore
and
consistent
shuttle
well as small blue pinned
This is highly unlikely, especially
organized according to
user, Michael Paul Visintine,
flowers and yellow and dark
in the economy today, but it
The
new
time
schedule
created
the artist, and displayed in
says,
“
I
don
’
t
understand
why
the
blue knitted flowers. Cork’s
is possible. The bottom line is
inconveniences and problems for
neat rows on the walls. In
service has changed. Last time I
artwork even expanded
there is nothing to worry about
many
students
and
faculty.
Last
fact, the art itself is usually
checked we still have to pay the
along the outer edges of
at this current moment about
year the shuttle service ran until
classified as historical
same amount as last year for a
the gallery’s entryway.
the shuttle service, unless of
11:00 p.m. This made it possible
artifacts. However, the
parking pass.” Visitine continues
Directly across the room,
course you’re a faculty member
for anyone who has a night class,
artwork on display at the
to say, “I heard a rumor from a
Gina Alvarez’s work titled,
or student who has a class that
or teaches a night class, enough
textile exhibit was neither
little birdie too that Fontbonne
“Sift,” expands along the
does not end until after 7:00
time to get out of class and catch
is losing the lot back to Wash
framed nor organized in
entire wall in a wave-like
p.m. If that is the case, hope you
the shuttle back to their car.
neat rows. Instead, each
U. next semester.” The loss of
pattern, displaying pale,
brought your walking shoes.
Professor Steve Stopke teaches
artist’s work was openly
the lot adds even more issues to
earth tone colors with hints
displayed along the expanse of vibrant orange, blue, and
dark green trim and little audience participation
of the gallery walls. As
green. There are also various
pink and green flowers
in the exhibit was very
a result, attendees were
fabrics, flowers, sewn pieces, along the inside edges
important. As a result,
able to fully experience
wood, small beadwork,
displayed on either side of she encouraged attendees
the depth of color and
prints, and paper. Alvarez’s her paper coffee cups.
to plant an actual seed in
richness of fibers utilized
work shows a mixture of
Moreover, the artist
soil and bring the plant
by the artists. Moreover,
shapes and weights. While
removed the inside pieces back at the exhibits close.
the artwork was not what
some pieces are rounded,
of her fabric display and
She promised to exchang
I expected; it was unique
others are elongated. In
wore them as a dress.
their plant for one of
and even refreshing. The
addition, some pieces seem
Each cup (some coffee
her cups on display.
exhibit will be on display
heavier, while others are
stained) displays its own
in the university gallery of
much lighter, airy, and
After attending the art
unique design, mixture
art from August 28th until
almost appear to be floating
exhibit,
I am convinced
of pen, some watercolor
September 27th, 2009. In
or suspended from the wall.
that students should be
in green and red. There
addition, the gallery talk
Although each object
encouraged
to participate
are pictures of plants,
will be held on Saturday,
is unique, they are all
in the arts on campus.
spherical shapes, people,
September 26th at 4pm
unified through the shape
Artistic expression and
printed words (sound,
and the workshop is offered
that they form along the
the critical thinking that
opposite), and some cups
Saturday, October 3 from
wall span. Facing the
it inspires have the ability
even play music. Most
9am until 3pm for $45.
glass wall that everyone
to
foster student growth,
of the cups are stacked
Upon entering the
notices upon entering the along the three rows of
both creatively and
gallery, 1 was surprised by
gallery, Courtney Henson’s
academically. In effect,
wooden shelves; there
the diversity within the
work, titled, “Get Out
students should learn
are about 34 cups on
art exhibit. While there
Your Measuring Cups,”
about the significance of
the top shelf, 34 along
were obvious differences
expands along the length
art,
its place on campus,
the middle, and 33 on
in the art created by the
of the shorter back wall.
and in societv as a whole. „
„
,
the bottom. In addition,
Courtney Henson s Get Out Your Measuring Cups”
three individual artists, 1
Two large metallic gray
the artist mentioned
displays an array ofdifferent patterned cups.
witnessed differences within fabric pieces with bold
that she believed

